What Doesn't Belong?

Directions: Circle each word or object that does not belong and explain why.

1. tree, flower, house
2. candle, apple, strawberry
3. foot, arm, pretzel
4. pencil, paper, pen
5. Mercury, Big Dipper, Mars
6. hair, mirror, window
7. whale, shark, zebra
8. spider, snail, turtle
9. book, radio, newspaper
10. running, swimming, sleeping
11. Panda Bear, cow, pig
12. Miami, Ohio, Georgia
13. bottle, fork, cup
14. ice cream, soup, salad
15. camera, photographer, pilot
What Doesn't Belong?

Directions: Circle each word or object that does not belong and explain why.

1. Monday, June, April
2. square, triangle, window
3. 3, A, 8
4. refrigerator, car, dishwasher
5. birthday, bottle, diaper
6. crying, laughing, people
7. plumber, pilot, dump truck
8. water, milk, orange
9. bus, teacher, principal
10. hamburger, pepper, carrot
11. stamp, envelope, rock
12. soil, Rose, Carnation
13. tape, television, CD
14. yell, fight, sing
15. white, plane, cloud
What Doesn't Belong?

Directions: Circle each word or object that does not belong and explain why.

1. window, glass door, wall
2. roller skates, cars, houses
3. floppy drive, hard drive, driveway
4. Saturn, Venus, frogs
5. lead, nickel, oxygen
6. sad, happy, mad
7. trees, grass, cats
8. ball, sphere, cube
9. pencil, tape, glue
10. dance, present, gift
11. shop, bear, buy
12. cake, poison, muffin
13. energy, lawn mower, scissors
14. shower, bath, sewer
15. chalk, lemon, orange
Answer Key
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1. House- not a plant
2. Candle- not a fruit
3. Pretzel- not a body part
4. Paper- not a writing tool
5. Big Dipper- not a planet
7. Zebra- doesn’t live in the water
8. Spider- no shell
9. Radio- not in print
10. Sleeping- non-active activity
11. Panda Bear- not a farm animal
12. Miami- not a state
13. Fork- doesn’t hold liquids
14. Ice Cream- it's a desert
15. Pilot- not involved in picture taking
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1. Monday- not a month
2. Window- not a shape
3. A- not a number
4. Car- not an appliance
5. Birthday- not directly associated with babies
6. People- not an activity
7. Dump Truck- not an occupation
8. Orange- not a drink
10. Hamburger- not a plant or vegetable
11. Rock- not involved with mail
12. Soil- not a flower or plant
13. Television- no storage
14. Fight- does not involve a voice
15. White- not found in sky
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1. Wall- can’t see through it
2. Houses- doesn’t involve transportation
3. Driveway- not associated with a computer or storage
4. Frogs- not a planet
5. Oxygen- not a metal
6. Happy- not a negative emotion
7. Cats- not a plant
8. Cube- not round
9. Pencil- doesn’t hold things together
10. Dance- doesn’t involve gifts
11. Bear- not involved with shopping
12. Poison- not a food or edible
13. Energy- not involved with cutting
14. Sewer- not involved in hygiene
15. Chalk- not edible